In this paper we study the Lepton Flavor Violating Z boson decays Z → τ µ and Z → τ e in the context of low scale seesaw models with new heavy Majorana neutrinos whose masses could be reachable at the LHC. Our computations of the decay rates are done in the particular realization given by the Inverse Seesaw Model with six extra heavy neutrinos which are quasi-degenerate in three pseudo-Dirac pairs. In particular, we focus on scenarios that are built ad-hoc to produce suppressed rates in all the processes involving µ-e transitions, given the fact that these are by far the most strongly constrained by present data. We will fully explore the Z → τ µ and Z → τ e rates, together with a set of observables that we find to be the most constraining ones, and we will conclude that sizable rates of up to 2 × 10 −7 , accessible at future colliders, can be reached in this model for Majorana masses in the few TeV range, potentially reachable at LHC.
Introduction
The observation of neutrino oscillations, showing that neutrinos do have masses and that lepton flavor violation (LFV) occurs in the neutrino sector, is at present the most clear experimental evidence that the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) is insufficient to explain data and needs to be extended. However, what is the particular new physics responsible for giving mass to the neutrinos and what is the origin of the neutrino flavor oscillations are still open questions that need to be answered. The minimal ad-hoc extension would be the addition of right handed (RH) neutrino fields, ν R , to the SM spectrum, so that neutrinos could obtain a Dirac mass through their Yukawa interaction with the Higgs field, as the rest of the SM fermions. Nevertheless, this requires very small neutrino Yukawa couplings and an additional explanation of why there is not a Majorana mass term for the ν R fields, since they are singlets under the full SM gauge group. One of the most popular extensions that tries to address these questions is the type-I seesaw model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , that adds RH neutrinos to the SM spectrum, allows both Dirac and heavy Majorana masses for the neutrinos, and explains the smallness of the experimentally observed light neutrino masses in terms of the small ratio of two very distant mass scales, the Dirac mass and the Majorana mass. This condition demands either a tiny neutrino Yukawa coupling or an extremely heavy Majorana mass scale, of the order of 10 14−15 GeV. Thus, in these high scale seesaw models the differences in their phenomenological predictions with respect to the SM ones, due to the presence of the new very heavy neutrinos, are in general extremely suppressed [6] [7] [8] . In contrast, it is well known that this suppression may be alleviated in low scale seesaw models, where the seesaw scale providing the mass to the heavy neutrinos can be successfully set to much lower values, even reachable at present colliders, like the CERN-LHC. These low scale seesaw models are variants of the type-I seesaw model where the smallness of the light neutrinos and the total lepton number (LN) symmetry are controlled instead by some additional small mass parameters. By the use of symmetry arguments that preserve the small size of these new mass parameters the low scale seesaw models then leave the possibility to lower the heavy neutrino mass scale, below 10 TeV, while keeping at the same time an interesting phenomenology due to the allowed presence of large neutrino Yukawa couplings.
On the other hand, one of the most interesting aspects of these low scale seesaw models is that the associated extension of the neutral lepton sector may also induce new rare phenomena in the charged lepton sector. In particular, any observation of lepton flavor violation in the charged lepton sector (cLFV) would automatically imply the presence of new physics beyond the SM and could help throwing light on the question of what is the mechanism that generates the neutrino masses. Although cLFV has not been observed yet in Nature, there is an extensive experimental program developing different strategies to look for new physics signals in this charged lepton sector and, indeed, there are already at present very competitive upper bounds on several cLFV processes. We summarize some of the current upper bounds on cLFV transitions in table 1 and the corresponding ones to the LFV Z gauge boson decays (LFVZD) and LFV H boson decays (LFVHD) in table 2. It is interesting to notice that the LHC is currently improving notably these two latter bounds and that ATLAS is already at the level of LEP results for the LFVZD rates, and even better for Z → µe [9] . Furthermore, the sensitivity to LFVZD rates are expected to highly improve at future linear colliders, with an expected sensitivity of 10 −9 [10, 11] , or at a Future Circular e + e − Collider (such as FCC-ee (TLEP) [12] ), where it is estimated that up to 10 13 Z bosons would be produced and the sensitivities to LFVZD rates could be improved up to 10 −13 . Therefore, we consider extremely timely to explore the predictions for these LFVZD rates in any new physics scenario that could be related to neutrino physics, as has been previously done in Beyond the Standard Model frameworks like those with massive (Majorana and/or Dirac) neutrinos [6, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , or those using an Effective Field Theory approach [20] [21] [22] [23] .
LFV Observable Present Bound (90%CL)
Future Sensitivity BR(µ → eγ) 4.2 × 10 −13 (MEG 2016) [24] 4 × 10 −14 (MEG-II) [25] BR(τ → eγ) 3.3 × 10 −8 (BABAR 2010) [26] 10 −9 (BELLE-II) [27] BR(τ → µγ) 4.4 × 10 −8 (BABAR 2010) [26] 10 −9 (BELLE-II) [27] BR(µ → eee) 1.0 × 10 −12 (SINDRUM 1988) [28] 10 −16 Mu3E (PSI) [29] BR(τ → eee) 2.7 × 10 −8 (BELLE 2010) [30] 10 −9,−10 (BELLE-II) [27] BR(τ → µµµ) 2.1 × 10 −8 (BELLE 2010) [30] 10 −9,−10 (BELLE-II) [27] BR(τ → µη) 2.3 × 10 −8 (BELLE 2010) [31] 10 −9,−10 (BELLE-II) [27] CR(µ − e, Au) 7.0 × 10 −13 (SINDRUM II 2006) [32] CR(µ − e, Ti) 4.3 × 10 −12 (SINDRUM II 2004) [33] 10 −18 PRISM (J-PARC) [34] CR(µ − e, Al) 3.1 × 10 −15 COMET-I (J-PARC) [35] 2.6 × 10 −17 COMET-II (J-PARC) [35] 2.5 × 10 −17 Mu2E (Fermilab) [36] 
LFV Observable Present Bound (95%CL)
BR(Z → µe) 1.7 × 10 −6 (LEP 1995) [37] , 7.5 × 10 −7 (ATLAS 2014) [9] BR(Z → τ e) 9.8 × 10 −6 (LEP 1995) [37] BR(Z → τ µ) 1.2 × 10 −5 (LEP 1995) [38] , 1.69 × 10 −5 (ATLAS 2014) [39] BR(H → µe) 3.6 × 10 −3 (CMS 2015) [40] BR(H → τ e) 1.04 × 10 −2 (ATLAS 2016) [39] , 0.7 × 10 −2 (CMS 2015) [40] BR(H → τ µ) 1.43 × 10 −2 (ATLAS 2016) [39] , 1.51 × 10 −2 (CMS 2015) [41] In this work, we consider the Inverse Seesaw (ISS) [14, [42] [43] [44] as a specific realization of the low scale seesaw models. In particular, the ISS extends the SM spectrum with three pairs of RH neutrinos with opposite lepton numbers and considers Majorana masses for some of these new fields, which are assumed to be naturally small since they are the only masses that violate LN. Generically, these small Majorana masses are responsible for explaining the smallness of the light neutrino masses and give the freedom of having simultaneously large Yukawa couplings and moderately heavy RH neutrino masses, reachable at LHC, while keeping the values of the light neutrino masses and mixings in agreement with experimental data. These features make the ISS an appealing model with a very rich phenomenology that has been studied in various processes like leptonic and semileptonic decays [45, 46] , electric dipole moments [47, 48] , lepton magnetic moments [49] , heavy neutrino production at colliders [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , dark matter [57] , LFV Higgs decays [58, 59] and many other cLFV processes [60] [61] [62] . Nevertheless, looking at the present experimental upper bounds in table 1, we see that the constraints on cLFV processes involving µ-e transitions, here called LFV µe in short, are much stronger that the ones in the other sectors, i.e, cLFV processes involving τ -µ and τ -e transitions, named here in short LFV τ µ and LFV τ e , respectively. These very stringent constraints in the µ-e sector motivate the class of models considered here, which incorporate automatically this suppression in their input. Specifically, we will implement this µ-e suppression requirement within the context of the ISS, by working with the same kind of scenarios that were previously proposed in Refs. [54, 58, 59] . On the other hand, these particular ISS settings with suppressed LFV µe rates provide very interesting scenarios for exploring the relevant ISS parameter space directions that may lead to large cLFV rates in the other sectors, τ -µ and/or τ -e.
Motivated by all the peculiarities exposed above, in this work we perform a dedicated study of the LFVZD rates, in particular BR(Z → τ µ) and BR(Z → τ e), in the context of these ISS scenarios with an ad-hoc suppression of LFV µe rates, which will be called from now on ISS-LFV µe in short. LFVZD processes in the presence of low-scale heavy neutrinos have recently been studied considering the full one-loop contributions [63] or computing the relevant Wilson coefficients [64] . In these works, maximum allowed LFVZD rates in the reach of future linear colliders were found when considering a minimal "3+1" toy model, with BR(Z → τ µ) up to O(10 −8 ) for a neutrino mass in the few TeV range. For more realistic models, like the (2,3) or (3, 3) realizations of the ISS model, and after imposing all the relevant theoretical and experimental bounds, smaller LFVZD rates were achieved, BR(Z → τ µ) O(10 −9 ), which would be below the reach of future linear colliders sensitivities and might be accessible only at future circular e + e − colliders. The main difference of our study with the ones previously done relies on the different settings of the ISS parameters, as we will focus on some specific directions that are more difficult to access with a random scan of the ISS parameter space. In the present paper, we will perform a complementary analysis to the one in Ref. [63] and we will show that larger maximum allowed rates for BR(Z → τ µ) and BR(Z → τ e) can be obtained by considering the particular ISS-LFV µe scenarios previously commented, such that for some specific directions of the parameter space they could be reached at future linear colliders.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we briefly review the main features of the ISS model and describe in detail our geometrical parametrization of the neutrino Yukawa matrix that allows us to find the scenarios with suppressed LFV µe that we are interested in. We first analyze in Sec. 3 the behavior of the most relevant constraining observables to the LFVZD rates in terms of the relevant parameters in these peculiar scenarios. Then we devote Sec. 4 to present our numerical results for the LFVZD rates in this ISS-LFV µe model and we find out the maximum allowed BR(Z → τ µ) and BR(Z → τ e) rates being compatible with all the relevant experimental and theoretical constraints. Finally, we conclude in Sec. 5.
The ISS model with suppressed µ − e transitions
We consider a realization of the ISS where three pairs of fermionic singlets, (ν R , X), with opposite LN are added to the SM particle content and assume, as usual in this model, that LN is almost conserved, slightly broken only by a small Majorana mass term for the X singlets. This small scale µ X will be, precisely, the responsible for explaining the smallness of the light neutrino masses. Apart from this Majorana mass term, the rest of the ISS Lagrangian terms conserve LN, and these are the Yukawa interactions between the right-and left-handed neutrinos, ν R and ν L , and a mass term connecting the two fermionic singlets ν R and X. Therefore, we extend the SM Lagrangian with the following terms:
where, the indices i, j run from 1 to 3, L is the SM lepton doublet, Φ = iσ 2 Φ * with Φ the SM Higgs doublet, Y ν is the 3×3 neutrino Yukawa coupling matrix, M R is a LN conserving complex 3×3 mass matrix, and µ X is a Majorana complex 3×3 symmetric mass matrix that violates LN by two units. It is worth mentioning that it is possible to add in Eq. (1) another LN violating Majorana mass term for the ν R fields, i.e. µ ij R ν C Ri ν R j with µ R a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix. Assuming this µ R Majorana scale to be small, the new term will respect the approximated LN symmetry required by the ISS. Nevertheless, µ R does not generate light neutrino masses at tree level, whereas the Majorana mass µ X does. The effects of this Majorana mass term for ν R appear only at one-loop level in the light neutrino masses. Furthermore, the effects of the tiny Majorana mass terms for both ν R and X fields are negligible for the LFV Z decays studied in this work, which are governed by the Yukawa couplings. Therefore, we will set µ R to zero for the rest of this work and consider a small µ X as the only Lepton Number violating parameter leading to the light neutrino masses.
After the electroweak symmetry breaking has taken place, the following 9×9 neutrino mass matrix is obtained in the (ν c L , ν R , X) basis,
where the Dirac mass matrix is defined as m D = vY ν , with v = φ = 174 GeV. This 9×9 symmetric mass matrix can be diagonalized by a unitary matrix U ν , leading to 9 physical Majorana states n j (j = 1, . . . , 9) with masses given by,
For completeness, we summarize the relevant neutrino interactions for the observables studied here, i.e, the ones to the W and Z gauge bosons, to the Higgs boson H and to the Goldstone bosons G.
In the neutrino mass basis, they are given by the following terms in the Lagrangian:
where,
and P R,L = (1 ± γ 5 )/2 are the usual chirality projectors. The charged leptons are assumed to be in the physical basis in all this work. As mentioned above, we assume that µ X is much smaller than the other masses m D and M R . In this situation, six of the physical states, n 4,..9 , are heavy Majorana neutrinos, named here as N 1,...6 , which can be grouped into three pseudo-Dirac pairs with nearly degenerate masses within each pair. The other three states, n 1,2,3 , are light Majorana fermions with masses proportional to µ X , which are therefore identified as the light neutrinos, ν 1,2,3 , measured in the oscillation experiments. The small differences among the two quasi-degenerate heavy neutrino masses in each pair are also governed by the mass parameter µ X . The corresponding pairings of these heavy neutrinos are 
Furthermore, assuming the mass hierarchy µ X m D M R , the masses of the three heavy pairs are dominated by M R , and the low energy neutrino data can easily be accommodated by using the µ X -parametrization introduced in Ref. [58] :
where m ν = diag(m ν 1 , m ν 2 , m ν 3 ) are the masses of the three lightest neutrinos and U PMNS is the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) unitary matrix [65, 66] . The main advantage of using this parametrization is that it allows us to consider the heavy neutrino mass matrix M R and the Yukawa coupling matrix as our input parameters for the ISS model. For the numerical estimates, unless otherwise specified, we will consider a normal mass ordering for the light neutrinos with the lightest neutrino mass fixed at m ν 1 = 0.01 eV, and the rest of the masses and mixing angles set to their central values of the global fit [67] : 
For the rest of this paper, we work in the basis where M R is diagonal and assume the simplest case where all its entries are degenerate and real, i.e, M R 1,2,3 ≡ M R . In order to avoid potential constraints from lepton electric dipole moments (EDM), we also consider only real values for the Y ν matrix, as well as for the PMNS matrix. In this situation, the one-loop induced cLFV processes are driven by powers of the combination Y ν Y T ν , instead of Y ν Y † ν , and it turns out to be useful and instructive to apply the geometrical interpretation discussed in [58] , where the 9 entries of the Yukawa matrix are interpreted in terms of the components of three generic neutrino vectors in flavor space (n e , n µ , n τ ),
which for the relevant combination in cLFV processes give:
This means that the input parameters that determine the Y ν matrix can be seen as the 3 modulus of these three vectors (|n e |, |n µ |, |n τ |), the 3 relative flavor angles between them (θ µe , θ τ e , θ τ µ ), with θ ij ≡ n i n j , and 3 extra angles (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) that parametrize a global rotation O of these 3 vectors that does not change their relative angles. In addition, we have introduced the parameter f that characterizes the global Yukawa coupling strength. Since the combination Y ν Y T ν /f 2 is symmetric, it only depends on 6 parameters that we take to be the 3 modulus (|n e |, |n µ |, |n τ |) and the cosine of the three flavor angles (c µe , c τ e , c τ µ ), with c ij ≡ cos θ ij . The names of the angles are motivated by the fact that the cosine of the angle θ ij controls the LFV transitions in the i -j sector, which we write in short as LFV i j . It is interesting to notice that the global rotation O does not enter in the Y ν Y T ν combination and, therefore, it will not affect any of the cLFV processes studied in this work.
As mentioned in the introduction, experimental searches in table 1 indicate that the existence of LFV in the µ-e sector is by far much more constrained that in the other τ -µ and τ -e sectors. Therefore, and leaving apart the issue of which could be the theoretical origin of these remarkable differences among the transitions of the various sectors, it may suggest indeed a realistic absence of LFV transitions in the µ-e sector in Nature, motivating the study of models that incorporate these peculiarities automatically in their input settings. In particular, the µ-e suppression can be easily realized with our geometrical interpretation by just assuming that n e and n µ are orthogonal vectors, i.e, c µe = 0. Such a condition defines a family of ISS scenarios that can be parametrized using the following Yukawa matrix:
where O is the above commented orthogonal rotation matrix, which does not enter in the product Y ν Y T ν , and we have factorized out again the parameter f that controls the global strength of the Yukawa coupling matrix. Notice that the Y ν matrix in Eq. (17) is the most general one that satisfies the condition c µe = 0.
In order to better understand the implications on cLFV phenomenology of these ISS scenarios, we first explore in this section the LFV radiative decays that, as we have said, are one of the most constrained cLFV observables. All the numerical estimates and plots in this work are made using the full one-loop formulas of the radiative decays in the neutrino mass basis [6] , which are provided in Appendix A for completeness. Nevertheless, for the purpose of the following discussion, it proves convenient to comment first on the dependence of the relevant parameters by using the following approximate expression -which is very simple and has been proven to work quite well in the present ISS context [58] , as long as vY ν M R :
From this equation, we can easily see that the LFV radiative decays of the τ lepton depend on the most relevant parameters, f , M R and c τ as follows:
The case of µ → eγ is different, since the assumption c µe = 0 cancels the leading order contribution given by the approximate formula in Eq. (18), so the first relevant contribution in this observable is of higher order in the expansion series in powers of the Yukawa coupling. Specifically it is of the type (
Consequently, it is suppressed with respect to Eq. (19) and the predicted rates for this relevant contribution turn out to depend on the product of both c τ e and c τ µ :
Therefore, to get a non zero value of this BR(µ → eγ) one needs the other two parameters c τ e and c τ µ , triggering the respective radiative decays τ → µγ and τ → eγ, to be non-vanishing simultaneously. This generic suppression of the BR(µ → eγ) rates is also illustrated numerically in Figure 1 . This plot shows the full one-loop numerical results for BR(µ → eγ), computed with the complete formulas in Appendix A, and displays the above commented correlations with the corresponding full one-loop predictions of BR(τ → µγ) and BR(τ → eγ) via the parameters c τ µ and c τ e , respectively. The contour lines for BR(µ → eγ) are obtained by varying c 2 τ µ and c 2 τ e within the interval (0, 0.6), which in turn provide predictions for BR(τ → µγ) and BR(τ → eγ) that are represented in the vertical and horizontal axes respectively. This is for the simple case with |n e,µ,τ | = f = 1, M R = 1 TeV and O = I (remember that the result is independent on the choice of O), but similar qualitative conclusions can be obtained for other choices of these parameters. Notice that since we are assuming a real non-singular Yukawa matrix, Eq. (17) imposes the condition c 2 τ e + c 2 τ µ < 1, making the yellow area, where c 2 τ e + c 2 τ µ ≥ 1, not accessible in our analysis. We also find that the rates for τ → µγ (τ → eγ) can in general be large, for the values of the parameters selected in this plot, of the order of the present upper bound from BaBar [26] , marked here with a green (orange) arrow, and that they depend just on c 2 τ µ (c 2 τ e ), in agreement with the approximate expression in Eq. (19) . We also learn that the predictions for BR(µ → eγ) are 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than the τ radiative decay rates, as expected from Eq. (20), but they are still above the upper bound from the MEG experiment for most of the parameter space. In fact, the MEG bound excludes everything but the area close to the axes. Eventually, the BR(µ → eγ) goes asymptotically to zero when approaching the axes. When lying just on top of these axes, the predictions for BR(µ → eγ) completely vanish (see Eq. (20)), implying that BR(τ → eγ) must be small in order to allow for large BR(τ → µγ), and viceversa.
Therefore, we focus our analysis on these two directions in the ISS parameter space with suppressed µ-e transitions, identified with the two axes in Figure 1 , that define our ISS-LFV µe model. We then consider two classes of scenarios: the TM scenarios along the LFV τ µ axis (c τ e = 0) that may give sizable rates for τ -µ transitions, but always give negligible contributions to LFV µe and LFV τ e ; and the TE scenarios along the LFV τ e axis (c τ µ = 0) that may lead to large rates only for the τ -e transitions. In table 3 we list the specific examples that we will use for the numerical estimates of our selected TM scenarios, where we have also included, for comparison, the three particular scenarios that were previously introduced in Ref. [58] . Equivalent examples for the TE scenarios are obtained by exchanging µ and e everywhere in the previous TM scenarios.
Finally, to complete the description of this family of scenarios, we remark that they are built mostly for suppressing the loop generated LFV µe processes, therefore each of them could give very different results for other tree level observables, including those preserving flavor. One example of the latter is the heavy neutrino production in association with a charged lepton of a specific flavor, which can be used to define the flavor of the heavy neutrinos [54] . In Figure 2 we show the predicted flavor pattern of the six heavy neutrinos, N i (i = 1..6) grouped in pairs, for our eight selected scenarios TM-1, through TM-8. The length of the colored bars is calculated as
Scenario Name Table 3 : Examples of TM scenarios with τ − µ transitions that we consider in the numerical estimates. The cases where Y ν is defined with ' ' instead of '=' means that c τ µ = 0.99 instead of 1 in order to have a non-singular Y ν matrix, as required by Eq. (13) . Three scenarios, TM-5, TM-6 and TM-7, were previously introduced in Ref. [58] under the names of Y
τ µ and Y
τ µ , respectively. Equivalent scenarios for the TE class are easily obtained by exchanging µ and e in these TM ones.
and, therefore, represents the relative mixing of the heavy neutrino N i with a given flavor . We learn from Figure 2 that, although all these TM scenarios share the property of suppressing the LFV µ-e and τ -e rates while maximizing the τ -µ ones, the heavy neutrino flavor mixing pattern is different in each scenario. A common feature in almost all scenarios but TM-6, is that there is always one heavy pseudo-Dirac neutrino pair that is dominantly e-flavored (the bar filled in blue).
Observables constraining the LFVZD rates
As we discussed in the previous section, strong experimental upper bounds on LVF µe transitions suggest that sizable LFV rates involving a τ lepton can be achieved just in some particular directions in the ISS parameter space with µ-e suppression insured, which we have referred to as ISS-LFV µe scenarios. Our aim is to study the LFV Z decays (LFVZD) in this kind of scenarios, looking for their maximum rates that are allowed by all the relevant experimental and theoretical constraints. Our searches in these particular directions of the ISS parameter space are in contrast to the previous analysis of the LFVZD rates done in Ref. [63] , where the ISS parameter space was uniformly scanned, making more difficult to access these peculiar scenarios that give large rates for LFV transitions with τ leptons allowed by all the constraints, including the more stringent ones coming from µ-e transitions. In this section we make our selection for the set of observables constraining the LFVZD rates which we have checked are the most relevant ones for the present study. We will provide numerical predictions for all the relevant observables in the very specific parameter space directions of the ISS-LFV µe explored here and compare them directly to their experimental bounds. Alternative checks of the allowed ISS parameter space make use of global fits [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] , but we prefer to make the explicit computations of the selected observables here in order to focus our search in the optimal directions of our model.
Generically, the addition of heavy Majorana neutrinos to the particle content of the SM has a phenomenological impact on several observables, including lepton flavor and lepton number violating processes, via their mixing with the active neutrinos. Therefore, we want to ensure that our analysis complies with the relevant theoretical and experimental constraints, in all the regimes of RH neutrino masses considered. We briefly discuss in the following the constraints that we have found to be the most relevant ones for the present work and which we consequently include in our analysis. For this study we have used our own Mathematica code which includes all the relevant formulas for the constraining observables that are taken from the literature and that we include in the appendices for completeness. The main numerical results are summarized in Figures 3 and 4 . Table 3 . . In all plots we set |n e,µ,τ | = 1. The upper shadowed bands in all plots, except the Z invisible width, are the excluded regions by present data. For Γ(Z → inv.) the shadowed band is the experimentally allowed region at 3σ sigma level.
LFV lepton decays
As mentioned above, there are strong experimental upper bounds on cLFV transitions such as the LFV lepton radiative decays and LFV lepton three body decays. Since, by construction, the ISS-LFV µe scenarios that we are studying suppress the LFV in two of the three i -j sectors, the most relevant LFV constraints are τ → µγ and τ → µµµ for the TM scenarios and τ → eγ and τ → eee for the TE scenarios. We compute the rates for these observables using the full one loop formulas given in Appendix A that we take from Refs. [6, 74] and compare them with their experimental upper limits from Babar and Belle, respectively, given in Table 1 . In the TM scenarios, and equivalently in the TE ones, we find that the rates for these two observables, BR(τ → µγ) and BR(τ → µµµ), are independent of |n e | and O, they decouple as expected with M R and grow with f , |n µ |, |n τ | and c τ µ . The full radiative decays rates indeed follow the behavior of the approximate formula in Eq. (19) . In Figure 3 , the predictions for these LFV decays are shown as functions of the two most relevant parameters, M R and f . We find that for the TM scenarios with large
Lepton Flavor Universality
It has been shown [45, 46] that leptonic and semileptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons (K, D, D s , B) could also put important constraints on the mixing between the active and the sterile neutrinos in the ISS. In particular, the most severe bounds arise from the violation of lepton universality in leptonic kaon decays 1 . In the following, we will apply this constraint by considering the contributions of the sterile neutrinos to the ∆r k parameter, defined as:
The comparison of the theoretical calculation in the SM [75, 76] with the recent measurements from the NA62 collaboration [77, 78] shows that the experimental measurements agree with the SM prediction within 1σ:
We compute the new physics contributions to ∆r k using the formulas listed in Appendix B that we take from [45] and we apply the bound in Eq. (23) by excluding any solution that falls outside the 3σ region. We have found that the deviations from this band become more important when the ratio between |n e | and |n µ | is different from one. Even if in general the constraints on f and M R that are obtained from this observable are weaker than those obtained from the previous LFV lepton decays, ∆r k turns out to set relevant constraints in some textures -notably TM-7 and TM-8 -and in most textures at low M R .
The invisible decay width of the Z boson
The presence of sterile neutrinos affects the tree level predictions of the Z invisible width even if they are above the kinematical threshold, since they modify the couplings of the active neutrinos to the Z boson. The Z invisible decay width was measured in LEP to be [79] :
which is about 2σ below the SM prediction:
We compute the tree level predictions using the formulas provided in Ref. [46] and we further include the ρ parameter that accounts for the part of the radiative corrections coming from SM loops, i. e.,
where n i runs over all kinematically allowed neutrinos and ρ is evaluated as:
The analytical formula for the tree level partial width of the Z decay into neutrinos within the ISS is given in Appendix C. We have also estimated the size of the extra loop corrections induced by the new heavy neutrino states using the formulas of Ref. [80] and found out that they are numerically very small compared with the SM loop corrections, so we will neglect them in the following. Moreover, we found that the Z invisible width only depends on M R , f and the modulus |n e,µ,τ |, while it is not dependent on O and on the flavor angles (c τ µ , c τ e ), as it was expected, since when adding all the possible neutrino final states in Eq. (26) the dependence on O and on the flavor angles appearing in each channel disappears in the sum. Regarding the comparison with data we require our predictions to be within the 3σ experimental band (Eq. (24)). As we can see in Figure  3 , the Z invisible width provides in general quite strong constraints, indeed comparable or even tighter in some cases than the previous constraints from the LFV lepton decays. For instance, for scenarios with c τ µ = 1 and f = 1, this observable also excludes M R values lower than around 1-2 TeV, similar to the constraints from τ → µγ.
Neutrinoless double beta decay
The ISS mechanism calls upon the introduction of singlet neutrinos with Majorana masses thus allowing for LN violating processes such as neutrinoless double beta decay [81] . Within the ISS framework where 6 sterile fermions are added to the SM particle content, the effective neutrino mass m ee is given by [49, 82, 83] m ee
where p 2 −(125 MeV) 2 is an average estimate over different values -depending on the decaying nucleus -of the virtual momentum of the neutrino exchanged in the process. The neutrinoless double beta decay has not been observed yet by any of the current experiments, actively searching for it. On the other hand, the experiments with highest sensitivity such as GERDA [84] , EXO-200 [85, 86] and KamLAND-ZEN [87] have allowed to set strong bounds on the neutrino effective mass. These bounds on the effective neutrino Majorana mass -determining the amplitude of the neutrinoless double beta decay rate -lie in the range |m ee | 140 meV − 700 meV .
In our analysis, we apply the most recent constraint from [86] , |m ee | 190 meV. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the maximum value of |m ee | ∼ 10 meV is reached at large M R 1 TeV and for all studied values of f . We have checked that this asymptotic value depends on the mass of the light active neutrinos, i.e.:
The overall conclusion is that this observable is much less constraining than the others in what regards our study of LFV Z decay rates.
Electroweak Precision Observables
We take into account constraints from electroweak precision data by computing the S, T and U parameters [88] and comparing our predictions to the experimental results [79] : S = −0.03 ± 0.10 , T = 0.01 ± 0.12 , U = 0.05 ± 0.10 .
We use the formulas from Ref. [89] (which we report in Appendix D) and we consider only the parameter space points that give predictions within the 3σ bands. As can be seen in Figure 3 the constraints on the ISS model from the Electroweak Precision Observables (EWPO), S, T and U , are in general weaker than from the LFV lepton decays and from the Z invisible width. We have found that the most constraining EWPO is the T parameter and next, although quite close, the S parameter. For instance, for f = 1 and c τ µ = 1 we find that M R below around 300 GeV are excluded by T .
Perturbativity constraints
In this work, we are considering sizable neutrino Yukawa couplings, so we should check that they are still within the perturbative regime. In order to impose perturbativity either one may choose a direct constraint on the maximum allowed size of the Yukawa matrix entries like, for instance, |(Y ν ) ij | 2 /(4π) < 1 or, alternatively, one may apply a constraint on an observable that grows with this Yukawa coupling, like it is the case of the total width of the heavy neutrinos. We choose here this second method and ensure we are considering perturbative couplings by requiring that the total decay width of each heavy neutrino is always less than the corresponding heavy neutrino mass. In particular we have explored in Figure 4 the following three assumptions to comply with the perturbative unitary condition:
Notice that this condition is controlled in our ISS scenarios mainly by the global strength parameter f . Regarding the computation of the total decay width, in the limit M R m D that we work with, the possible decay channels are reduced. For M R m D the heavy neutrino masses are close to M R , with small differences of O(m 2 D M −1 R ) between the different pseudo-Dirac pairs and, therefore, assuming they are practically degenerate, their potential decays into other heavy neutrinos are suppressed. In consequence, the dominant decay channels are simply N j → Zν i , Hν i and W ± ∓ i , and the total neutrino width can be easily computed by adding the corresponding partial widths of these four decays. For instance, the decays into W + − i or W − + i have a partial width given by:
with
When summing over all flavors, i = 1, 2, 3, in the final state the four ratios turn out to be approximately equal [90] : In Figure 4 we show the numerical predictions for the constraints from the perturbativity requirement in three examples of Table 3 , concretely TM-5, TM-6 and TM-7, and by trying the three choices in Eq. (32) . We find that this perturbativity requirement is not much sensitive to M R , giving an excluded area in the (M R , f ) plane that is a band nearly horizontal and located at the top, which constrains basically just the size of the global Yukawa coupling f , in the most restricted scenarios, to be below order 2-3. In the following, we will take the second choice, 1/2, in Eq. (32) as our constraining condition.
Constraints from the µ X parametrization
As explained in section 1, we are using the µ X -parametrization of Eq. (13) to accommodate light neutrino data. In order to check the validity of this parametrization, we require that both the predicted light neutrino mass squared differences and the neutrino mixing angles (more specifically, the corresponding entries of the U ν matrix that refer to the light neutrinos sub-block) that we obtain from the diagonalization of the full neutrino mass matrix (Eq. (2)), lie within the 3σ experimental bands [67, [91] [92] [93] [94] . The predictions for the constraints found in the three examples, TM-5, TM-6 and TM-7 are shown in Figure 4 . As can be seen in this figure, the bounds obtained from the constraints on the active neutrinos squared mass differences are in these three scenarios stronger than the ones from the light neutrino mixing matrix entries. For other scenarios, like TM-8, we have checked that this can be reversed, i.e. the constraints from the neutrino mixings can be stronger than from the neutrino masses. In general, we found that the area in the (M R , f ) parameter space that is allowed by all the experimental bounds studied in the previous sections is also allowed by the consistency checks of the µ X parametrization, meaning that the parametrization works well for the parameter space allowed by data. Finally, we have also compared the validity of this parametrization for two values of the input lightest neutrino mass, 0.1eV and 0.01eV (the chosen value for Figure 4 ) and we have concluded that the µ X -parametrization works better for the case with a smaller value of the light neutrino mass.
Results for the Lepton Flavor Violating Z decays
In order to study the LFVZD rates within the ISS-LFV µe model, we have taken the full one-loop formulas from Ref. [18] and we have adapted them to this model, i.e, we have rewritten them in terms of the proper physical neutrino masses and couplings that we have specified in section 2. We include these formulas, for completeness, in Appendix E where we have also adapted the loop functions to the usual notation in the literature. The various contributing one-loop diagrams are also displayed in Figure 8 , for completeness. We evaluate them numerically with our code and with the help of the LoopTools [95] package for Mathematica. We focus our analysis on the particular case of BR(Z → τ µ) = BR(Z → τμ) + BR(Z → µτ ) within the TM scenarios, which are defined by taking c τ e = 0 in Eq. (17) . The relevant parameters in this case are M R , f , |n τ |, |n µ | and c τ µ . Nevertheless, all our conclusions for BR(Z → τ µ) in the TM scenarios can be directly translated to BR(Z → τ e) in the TE scenarios just by replacing |n µ | and c τ µ by |n e | and c τ e , respectively.
We display in Figure 5 the behavior of the BR(Z → τ µ) rates with the M R , f and c τ µ parameters for fixed values of |n e | = |n µ | = |n τ | = 1, c τ e = 0 and O = I. As can be seen in this figure, our ISS model gives in general large rates for the LFV Z decay rates, indeed close to the upper bound from LEP (and also close to present LHC sensitivity) in the upper left corner of the two upper plots and in the upper right corner of the two lower plots. We also see that the rates decrease with the heavy scale M R and grow with the Yukawa coupling strength f , as expected. We found this growth to be approximately as f 4 in the low f region and as f 8 in the high f region of the studied interval of this parameter. This suggests that, in contrast to the radiative decays, the two kinds of contributions
In the lower right panel, we observe that the rates also grow with c τ µ , albeit the dependence is milder, approximately as c 2 τ µ . Although not shown here, we have also studied the dependence of the decay rates with the modulus of the vectors, |n i |, finding that the predictions for BR(Z → τ µ) grow with both |n µ | and |n τ |, while they are constant with |n e |, as expected. Finally, we checked that the results do not depend on the global rotation O, as argued when the parametrization for the Y ν coupling matrix was motivated. Before going to the final analysis of the maximum LFV Z decay rates that are allowed by all the constraints, we find interesting first to compare the predictions of these LFV Z decays with the predictions of the three body LFV lepton decays in our particular ISS scenarios with suppressed µ-e transitions. In the left panel of Figure 6 we study the behavior of BR(τ → µµµ) with respect to M R for the scenario TM-5 and fixed value of f = 1, displaying separately the total and the contributions from the γ penguin, boxes and Z penguin. We see that the full contribution is mostly coming from the latter. The fact that the BR(τ → µµµ) rates are dominated by the Z penguin contributions implies a strong correlation between τ → µµµ and Z → τ µ, as already found in Ref. [63] . We have also checked in some examples of the ISS parameter space that our numerical predictions of these two observables are in agreement with that reference.
We study this correlation in the right panel of Figure 6 , where we consider three of the scenarios given in table 3, TM-5, TM-6 and TM-7, varying the values of the parameters within the ranges of f ∈ (0.1, 2) and M R ∈ (0.2, 10) TeV. Both observables grow with f and decrease with M R in approximately the same way, due to the Z penguin dominance in the three body decays. Although the predicted rates in each scenario are obviously different, see for instance the positions of the reference points with f = 1 and M R = 3 TeV, we clearly see that there is a strong correlation between the two observables in our ISS model. We can also conclude from this plot that by considering just the constraints from the three body decays, i.e. the present upper bound on τ → µµµ from Belle, already suggests a maximum allowed rate of BR(Z → τ µ) ∼ 2 × 10 −7 , which is clearly within the reach of future linear colliders (10 −9 in the most conservative option). Interestingly, comparing the future expected sensitivities for both observables, we find some parameter space points where the LFVZD rates are in the reach of future linear colliders while the cLFV three body decay rates would not be accessible in other facilities, like BELLE-II. This fact suggests that experiments looking for LFVZD would be able to provide additional information about the model that complements the results of other searches, like the ones in Table 1 . We found a similar correlation between BR(τ → eee) and BR(Z → τ e) in the TE scenarios.
In the following we present our full analysis of the LFVZD rates in the ISS-LFV µe , including all the most relevant constraints. For this analysis we have explored the (M R , f ) plane for the eight TM scenarios given in table 3 and provide numerical predictions for the BR(Z → l i l j ) rates together with the predictions of the most constraining observables and their present bounds.
We show in Figure 7 the results for BR(Z → τ µ) together with the constraints from: τ → µµµ, τ → µγ, Z → inv., ∆r K and the EWPO (S,T and U ). As in the previous section, we show our results only for the LFV τ µ sector in the TM scenarios, although the conclusions are very similar for LFV τ e in the TE scenarios. We use different colors in the shadowed areas to represent the exclusion regions from each of the constraints listed above. Specifically, the purple area is excluded by the upper bound on BR(τ → µµµ), the green area by BR(τ → µγ), the yellow area by the Z invisible width, the cyan area by ∆r k and the area above the pink solid line is excluded by the S, T , U parameters. Although we are not explicitly showing them here, we have also checked that the total parameter space allowed by all these constraints are also permitted by our requirements on perturbativity and on the validity of the µ X parametrization. Notice that in some scenarios some of the colored areas are hidden below the excluded regions corresponding to the more constraining observables. TM scenarios in table 3 . Shadowed areas are the excluded regions by τ → µµµ (purple), τ → µγ (green), Z invisible width (yellow) and ∆r k (cyan). The region above the pink solid line is excluded by the S, T , U parameters. We obtain similar results for BR(Z → τ e) in the TE scenarios by exchanging µ and e in these plots of the TM scenarios.
On top of all the bounds, we display in Figure 7 the predicted contour lines for BR(Z → τ µ) as dashed lines. As expected from the correlation studied in Figure 6 , we see that these contour lines have approximately the same slope as the border of the exclusion region from BR(τ → µµµ), and in particular the line corresponding to BR(Z → τ µ) = 2 × 10 −7 , is very close to the upper bound line of the three body decay in all the TM scenarios (i.e., the border of the purple line). Furthermore, in the large M R -large f region of these plots we see that for several TM scenarios, concretely TM-2, TM-3, TM-4 and TM-5, the BR(τ → µµµ) is the most constraining observable. In contrast, in the low M R and f region, the most constraining cLFV observable is the radiative decay τ → µγ. On the other hand, regarding the flavor preserving observables, it is clear that the EWPO do not play a relevant role here, but both ∆r K and the invisible Z width put relevant constraints in some scenarios. In particular, ∆r K is the most constraining observable in the case of TM-8, and the Z invisible width is so in the scenarios TM-1, TM-6 and TM-7. We also learn that, typically, the Z invisible width is the most constraining observable in the region of low M R values, whereas BR(τ → µµµ) is the most constraining observable in the region of high M R values. Thus, generically, it is the crossing of these two excluded areas in the (M R , f ) plane that gives the focus area of the maximum allowed LFV Z decay rates, BR(Z → τ µ) ∼ 2×10 −7 , and this crossing occurs at different values of M R and f in each scenario. For example, in the TM-4 and TM-5 scenarios it happens at M R ∼ 2 − 4 TeV and for f ∼ O(1), while in the TM-6 M R is around 10 TeV and f ∼ O(2). On the other hand, if we focus our attention on the mass range of interest for present direct neutrino production searches at LHC, say masses around 1 TeV and below, we observe that the allowed BR(Z → τ µ) rates are smaller than this maximum value 2 × 10 −7 ; nevertheless they are still in the reach of future linear colliders (10 −9 ) for some scenarios, like TM-4 or TM-5.
Finally, we would like to end this section by comparing our results in Fig. 7 with previous results in the literature. In particular, we focus on Ref. [63] , which to our knowledge is the only reference that provides predictions for the maximum allowed LFV Z decay rates in the same model, namely, the ISS with three RH neutrinos and three additional sterile states, which they refer to as the (3,3)-ISS realization. Their numerical results are scatter plots generated by random scans over the model parameter space, and for accommodating neutrino data they use the Casas-Ibarra parametrization, that provides the neutrino Yukawa couplings as output. The setup of the ISS model in their analysis is therefore different from ours, since we use the µ X parametrization and Y ν is an input. They provide the results in terms of their parametersη and < m 4−9 >, whereas we present our results as contour lines in terms of f and M R for the eight selected TM-i scenarios. The comparison can be done as follows: 1) their < m 4−9 > can be compared roughly with our M R ; 2) their parameterη is defined as:η = 1 − |Det(Ũ PMNS )| whereŨ PMNS = (1 − η)U PMNS , and the matrix η is frequently used in the literature to encode the deviation ofŨ PMNS from unitarity (see, for instance, Refs. [68, 69, [71] [72] [73] ). TheŨ PMNS can be compared with the complex conjugate of the 3 × 3 sub-block of our unitary 9 × 9 matrix U ν in Eq. (3) (or, similarly, with B ln in Eq. (9)); 3) Our predicted maximum allowed BR's of the LFV Z decays are close to the contour line 10 −7 and correspond to the region in the upper right corner of our plots for TM1-5 in Fig. 7 . In order to compare with the results in Ref. [63] we have evaluated with our code the corresponding η andη for the mentioned region and we have compared them with the upper bounds found in the more recent literature about global constraints on heavy neutrino mixing. Concretely, we have used the recent results in Ref. [73] and we have applied them to the three sigma level in order to be in agreement with our choice for the rest of the constraints in this work 2 . This translates into an upper bound ofη max 6 × 10 −3 . We have then checked that our predictions of LFV Z decays BR ∼ 10 −7 in the upper-right part of our plots (with f = 1 − 3 and M R = 6 − 10 TeV) enter into the area allowed by thisη max constraint. More concretely, the crossing of the contourline for BR(Z → τ µ) ∼ 10 −7 with the contourline forη max 6×10 −3 happens at M R 10, 8, 7, 6, and 7 TeV for TM-1, TM-2, TM-3, TM-4 and TM-5 respectively. In contrast, the results in Ref. [63] show that their maximum allowed LFV Z BR's are about 10 −9 and these are placed approximately at < m 4−9 >∼ 10 − 100 TeV and η ∼ 10 −4 . We also see that their predictions for the allowed LFV Z BR's are placed atη below a maximum value which is in agreement with the above commentedη max 6 × 10 −3 . Moreover, as previously noticed, we also agree with Ref. [63] in the correlation found between BR(Z → τ µ) and BR(τ → µµµ). However, our work contains predictions leading to BR(τ → 3µ) below but close to the present experimental limit, 2.1 × 10 −8 , and allowed BR(Z → τ µ) close to 10 −7 which are not contained in Ref. [63] . There are empty spaces in their plots, with no predictions, corresponding to points in the parameter space which are not reached by their scans. It is in some of those regions where we are finding the allowed LFV Z decay rates of order 10 −7 by means of our selected directions in the (3,3)-ISS parameter space. Therefore we conclude that, although random scans with the Casas-Ibarra parametrization allow to explore a large region of the parameter space and to study the general features of the model, they are not always optimal to reach specific directions along the parameter space. In particular, we infer that they seem to be inefficient in generating Yukawa textures leading to scenarios like ours and as a consequence, they lead to lower allowed LFV Z decay rates. A similar conclusion was obtained in Ref. [58] in the context of the LFV Higgs decays, where the use of µ X parametrization also provided larger allowed rates in these decays than with the Casas-Ibarra parametrization. Obviously, physics does not depend on the parametrization one chooses. However, the efficiency in reaching specific points/directions/areas in the parameter space does. In this sense, our study of the maximum allowed LFV Z decays is complementary to that in Ref. [63] .
Conclusions
In this work we have studied several aspects of cLFV processes in the context of the ISS model. Motivated by the strong experimental upper bounds on LFV µ-e transitions, we have discussed a useful geometrical parametrization of the neutrino Yukawa coupling matrix that allows us to easily define ISS scenarios with suppressed LFV µe . We have studied in full detail the LFV Z decays in these scenarios that are designed to find large rates for processes including a τ lepton, and we have investigated those that are allowed by all the present constraints. We have therefore fully explored in parallel also the most relevant constraints within this ISS-LFV µe model. Important constraints come from experimental upper bounds on the LFV three body lepton decays, since they are strongly correlated to the LFVZD in these scenarios. Taking into account all the relevant bounds, we found that heavy ISS neutrinos with masses in the few TeV range can induce maximal rates of BR(Z → τ µ) ∼ 2 × 10 −7 and BR(Z → τ e) ∼ 2 × 10 −7 in the TM and TE scenarios, respectively, larger than what was found in previous studies. These rates are potentially measurable at future linear colliders and FCC-ee. Therefore, we have shown that searches for LFVZD at future colliders may be a powerful tool to probe cLFV in low scale seesaw models, in complementarity with low-energy (high-intensity) facilities searching for cLFV processes. Another appealing feature of our results is that the here presented improved sensitivity to LFVZD rates could come together with the possibility that the heavy neutrinos could be directly produced at LHC.
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A Appendix: LFV lepton decays
For completeness, in this Appendix we provide the needed formulas for the full one-loop computation of the LFV lepton decays in the particle mass basis, both the three body and the radiative decays, which we have implemented in our code.
The expression for the branching ratio BR( m → k k k ) is taken from Refs. [6, 74] as well as all the form factors required for its computation.
The BR( m → k k k ) contains several form factors, corresponding to the dipole, penguin (photon and Z) and box diagrams. The expressions for these form factors are given by [6, 74] :
where x i stands for the dimensionless ratio of masses (x i = m 2 n i /m 2 W ). Moreover, the following loop functions enter in the previous form factors [6, 74] :
In the limit of degenerate neutrino masses (x = y), we get the following expressions:
For the LFV radiative decay rates, we use the analytical formulas appearing in [6] and [96] that have also been implemented in our code:
where Γ lm is total decay width of the lepton l m , and
with G γ (x) defined in Eq. (38) and, again,
B Appendix: ∆r k
In this appendix we give the formulas to calculate the quantity ∆r K (see Eq. (22)), which parametrizes the deviation from the SM prediction arising from the sterile neutrinos contribution, as a test of lepton flavor universality. The expression for ∆r K in generic SM extension with sterile neutrinos has been given in [45] :
where N e,µ max is the heaviest neutrino mass eigenstate kinematically allowed in association with e or µ respectively, and the kinematical function λ(m K , m n i , m ) reads [45] :
C Appendix: The Z invisible decay width
The Z invisible decay width in presence of massive Majorana neutrinos, like it is the case of the present ISS model, reads [46] :
where N max is the heaviest neutrino mass which is kinematically allowed and λ is given in Eq. (43).
D Appendix: Oblique parameters: S, T, U
The Majorana neutrino contributions to the S, T, U parameters have been computed in Ref. [89] . We apply those formulas to compute the sterile neutrinos contributions to the oblique parameters in the ISS model. The equation for the T parameter reads: 
with D ≡ 4 − 2 ( → 0) and B 0 , B 1 , B 11 and B 00 are the Passarino-Veltman functions [97] in the LoopTools [95] notation. The SM contribution can be cast as: 
where it has been used that the active neutrino masses are zero and the leptonic mixing matrix U is unitary in the SM. The equation for the S parameter is:
C n i n j C n j n i ∆Q(m 
Finally, the U parameter is given by:
E LFV Z decays
For completeness, we give here the analytical expressions for LFV Z decay partial widths in the Feynman-t'Hooft gauge, which are obtained by computing the diagrams shown in Figure 8 . We take the results from [18, 63] and adapt them to the notation introduced in Sec. 2 and to the convection of LoopTools [95] for the loop functions. Then, for k = m, we have
The form factors of the different diagrams are 
where C 1,2,12,00 ≡ C 1,2,12,00 (0, m 2 Z , 0, m 2 n i , m 2 W , m 2 W );
where C 0 ≡ C 0 (0, m 2 Z , 0, m 2 n i , m 2 W , m 2 W );
where C 00 ≡ C 00 (0, m 2 Z , 0, m 2 n i , m 2 W , m 2 W ); F
Z + F 
where B 1 ≡ B 1 (0, m 2 n i , m 2 W ). In all these formulas, sum over neutrino indices, i, j = 1, ..., 9 has to be understood, x i ≡ m 2 n i /m 2 W and the charged lepton masses have been neglected.
